principal chief commercial manager
all indian railways

sub: covering loaded wagons with tarpaulin sheet.

ref.:
(i) boards letter no. 2015/enhm/15/01 dated 16.04.2018;
(ii) rates circular no. 24 of 2006 dated 23.03.2006;
(iii) rates circular no. 27 of 2016 dated 20.10.2016;

the board has been receiving requests for guidelines on the above subject.

issue has been examined and it has been observed that detailed guidelines for prevention of pollution in handling of pollution intensive commodities have been notified by environment directorate of ministry of railways vide letter referred at (i) above.

general conditions have been notified for packing various commodities being transported by rail. for transportation of loose/bulk consignments, no specific packing condition is required vide letter referred at (ii) above.

as per condition 1.0 (x) (ii) of letter referred at (iii) above, tarpaulin sheet, if any for covering the open and flat wagons should be provided by the consignor at their own cost under freight incentive scheme for loading packed consignment in open and flat wagons.

it is therefore, advised that due precaution should be taken while transporting/handling pollution intensive commodities. tarpaulin sheet for covering the wagons should be securely tied before transportation to comply directive of state pollution control board.

(this disposes off south eastern railway’s letter no. ra.41/rates/misc./(loose) dated 05.09.2019 and western railway’s letter no. c 71/1/pollution-vol.ii dated 15.02.2019)

(shilpi bishnoi)

director traffic commercial (rates)

railway board